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Throughout this paper, a ring will mean a commutative Noetherian ring with

identity.
Let R be a Noetherian domain and let R be the integral closure of R in its

quotient field. An intermediate ring between R and R will be called a birational-
integral extension of R. Let A be a birational-integral extension of R. We
assume that A is a finite R-module. Let ^R be the seminormalization of R in A.
If ^R = A, then we say that the extension A/R is a cuspidal type.

In this paper, we shall prove that a cuspidal type extension is obtained
by a finite chain of constant subrings of some derivations.

Let C = %R and let Ic be the kernel of the canonical homomorphism

Ψc: C®RC - >C.

Then Ic is generated by {α® 1 — l(g)α/α e C} and C/# is a cuspidal type extension.
For any ring S, we put Sred = S/nil(S) where nί/(S) denotes the nilradical of S.
Let φA be a module-homomorphism of A to (̂  ®R ̂ )reίί over R defined by φA(a) =
α®l — l®α mod nιl(A ®RA). In [2], M. Manaresi proved that kerφA = %R

where %R is the weak normalization of R in A. In our situation, since C = £#,
we have C = %R. By this result, each α®l — l®α (αeC) is nilpotent and so Ic

is nilpotent, say /£+1=(0) for some integer q. Then we see that the q-ih order
differential module ΩR(C) = IcII^+i of C over # is isomorphic to Ic and there

exists the canonical q-ih order derivation Δq of C over R to Ω$(C) defined by
— l®α. We see that Λ "*(()) is a subring of C containing #.

In the paper [1], J. Lipman introduced the following notion: For a ring S
and a subring T of S, we say that

JT= {αeS/α®l = l®α in S®ΓS}

is thesίπcf closure of Tin S. If Γ=f T, then we say that Tis strictly closed in 5.

Using this notion, we have:

PROPOSITION 1. Let R, C and Aq be as above, and let N be a C®RC-
submodule of Ω£(C) (for example, Pc, where t is an integer). Then Λ
is strictly closed in C.
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PROOF. Since α®l = l®α mod N for any αe^C/V), (C®RQ/N can be
regarded as a A'^N^module. Hence there exists the canonical mapping

σ: C®^(Λr)C - >(C®RC)/N.

To prove that %A~l(N)c:A-l(N\ take β in tA-^N). Then we have β® 1 - l®β=
0 in C®Δ-\N}C. Hence we have σ(j8®l-l®jS) = 0 in (C®ΛC)/ΛΓ. Aq(β)eN
in C®RC. So ^^(^czJ-^JV). Clearly A^f^c^A^N). Therefore the
proof is complete. q. e. d.

Next, we recall the following

DEFINITION. Let 5 be a ring and let Tbe a subring of S. Let i: Γ->S be
the inclusion mapping. We say that the extension S/T is epimorphic if, for
any pair of ring homomorphisms/j and/2: S-*D9f1i=f2i implies/! =/2.

Then the following results are well known (see [3]).

PROPOSITION 2. Let S be a ring and let Tbe a subring ofS. Then we have:
(i) *T=S if and only if the extension S/T is epimorphic.
(ii) S/T is epimorphic and integral if and only if S=T.

For convenience, let C = C0 and C1=J~1(0).

PROPOSITION 3. In the above notation, if C0=gjR, then C^Ci^R.

PROOF. If C = C0 = C1? then we have $R = C. Hence C/R is epimorphic
by Proposition 2, (i). Therefore C/R is epimorphic and integral. By Propo-
sition 2, (ii), we have C0 = C = β. This is a contradiction. q.e.d.

Repeating this process, we have:

THEOREM 4. There exists a finite sequence of subring s Ci of C such that

C = C0 => Cί Z D . - Z > Cd = R,

where Ct is the constant subring of the canonical high order derivation of C^v

for every i = l,..., a.

PROOF. Let P be a minimal element of AssR(C/R). Then the residue RP-
module CP/RP is an Artinian module. Hence, by Proposition 3, there exists a
sequence of intermediate rings between CP and RP such that

Rp = Cg CZ • • • CZ CQ = Cp,

where C'i+1 is the constant subring of C\ with respect to the canonical high order
derivation over RP, A\\ C'i^Ω^C'i). Let C0 = Cz5-.-z)C f f be the sequence
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where Ci+1 is the constant subring of the canonical high order derivation over
R, A{\ Ci^Ω^Ci). By the following commutative diagram:

we have (C1)PczCi. Since (C^pCiC- holds for i=0, 1,..., g by induction on i,
we have RP=C'g^(Cg)P^Rp. Hence (Cg)p=RP. Let c(C/K) be the conductor
ideal of R in C. Since P^c(C/R) and P3>t(Cg/R\ we have c(Cy#)gc(C/£).
Repeating this process we arrive at our conclusion. q. e. d.

Since /£+1=(0), there exists a sequence of ideals

/c =3/2:3... ID /£ ID /£+!= (Q) .

For the canonical high order derivations At: C-^Idlp1 = Ωί(C), let Bi+ 1 = Aj^O).
Then Bi+l=A~1(Ii^1)) and Bί+ί is the constant subring of AJBt in Bt. Since
Ai/Bi is a first order derivation, we have the following:

THEOREM 5. There exists a sequence of constant subrings of some derivations
and an integer g such that

We ask the converse of this theorem. Let d: A-+ΩR(A) be the canonical
derivation and put B = d"1(0). Is the extension A/B a cuspidal type extension?
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